The nitrogen 14N quadrupole hyperfine structure and the Stark effect in the rotational spectra of methyl isocyanate and methyl isothiocyanate were investigated by high resolution microwave Fourier transform spectroscopy.
The components of the coupling tensor in the principal inertia axis system and the n a com ponents of the dipole moments have been determined.
We investigated the nitrogen-hyperfine structure (hfs) and Stark effect in the rotational spectra of methyl isocyanate, C H 3N CO, and methyl isothio cyanate, CH3NCS, by microwave Fourier transform (MWFT) spectroscopy. The rotational spectrum of methyl isocyanate was first m easured and analyzed by Curl et al. [1] and Lett and Flygare [2] . More recently Koput [3] improved the analysis by the model of the quasisymmetric top. Methyl isothio cyanate was investigated by Beard and Dailey [4] , Siegel [5] and again Lett and Flygare [2] . Also this molecule is an example for a quasi-sym m etric top and is presently under investigation by K oput [6 ] .
As in both molecules the barriers to internal rotation are small, C H 3N CO ; V3 = 83(15) cal/m ol [2] and V f[= 59.20(29) cal/m ol [6 ] for a linear N CO chain, = 58.92(31) cal/m ol [6 ] for a bent NCO chain and CH3NCS: V3 = 304(50) cal/m ol [2] , we concentrated on the internal rotation ground state m = 0 and on the vibrational ground state to have a minimum influence of the low frequency CNCbending vibration. The values o f V3 and Ff*7 differ by the model assumptions.
The measurements by M W FT spectroscopy [7 -9 ] are given in Tables 1 a and 1 b. Figures 1 and 2 give two examples of the recordings. The tem peratures were around -2 5 °C, the pressures 0.3 mTorr. The experimental data are sufficient to determine the l4N-hfs completely. For the analysis we assumed, that the rotational spectrum in the m = 0 state is in approxim ation a rigid asymmetric rotor spectrum. The results are given in Tables 2 a and 2 b. The rotational constants were taken from [2] . For methyl isothiocyanate a reassignment [6 ] of the spectrum was helpful. The hfs coupling constants /+ and /_ were evaluated by first order theory. There is no transition in the range of our spectrometer which is sensitive to Xab- As no isotopic species of the molecule with a sufficient rotation o f principal inertia axes is avail able we could not calculate the principal axes components of the coupling tensor. It was further not feasible to estimate the principal axes o f the coupling tensor, as none of its axes is correlated to a bond.
For comparison we give in Tables 3 a and 3 b quadrupole coupling constants of related molecules.
The measurements of the Stark effect were made in the region from 8 to 12.4 GHz. We constructed a cell with X-band waveguide with 22.86 x 10.16 mm For Mf = 0 the matrix is given in Fig. 3 in the coupled symmetric top basis \F M f J K I ) [11] . For the fitting procedure the values for the rotational constants A, B, C and for the quadrupole coupling constants /+ and were taken from the Tables 2 a  and 2 b. Unfortunately only na could be determined. The values are given in Table 4 . No low J lines sen sitive to n b are within the X-band.
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